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OUR  FOUNDER

“Education is the soul of 
   

our society”

[1947 - 2009]

Dr. R. R. Pachpande
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Audyogik Shikshan Mandal is committed to develop a new generation of successful managers ready to 

meet the challenges of the ever changing scenario of global economy. As India treads the fast track of 

development and joins the prestigious league of economic superpowers, it has become all the more 

important to generate a competent generation of business experts equipped with the  knowledge of the 

varied facets and requirements of management and economy. Under the aegis of ASM Group of 

Institutes, I am proud to present holistic courses, replete with the new trends in the fields of management, 

along with the practical aspects of the demanding economy.

We continue to offer a challenging curriculum which provides opportunities for academic achievement, 

personal growth and professional development. 

ASM’s Institute of International Business and Research, Pune, is known for providing a 'winning edge' to 

our students through our full-time and visiting Indian as well foreign faculty, who are qualified and 

practicing managers from the Industry and Business.

The geographical location of the institute in the midst of Pimpri-Chinchwad Industrial Township helps 

students cultivate a business oriented attitude. This has proved, time and again, to be immensely 

conducive for their professional growth and development.

We welcome you to discover for yourself all the dimensions that make our institute a fountain head of 

prospective managerial talent in Pune in the fields of Management.

At ASM's Institute of International Business and Research, Pune, we are passionate about 
excellence! Excellence in the field of education. Excellence in our efforts to groom our students for 
successful careers. Excellence in nurturing the finest human qualities in our students.

The global business environment has made work requirement very competitive and it has made it 
imperative for the students to acquire all the skills and competencies to deliver results. Our aim is to 
provide students with a learning experience that amalgamates creativity, perseverance and 
commitment to achieve their desired goals.

Through the various events, seminars, workshops and soft-skill development program we train our 
students and sharpen their skills so that they become industry ready. These programs are designed 
so as to groom our students through real life situations which helps them in facing similar challenges 
in their careers. 

At ASM's IIBR, our goal is to unleash the best creative and analytical potential of our students so that 
they can become excellent professionals and meet global standards.

Dr. Sandeep Pachpande
Chairman,
ASM Group of Institutes

Dr. Asha Pachpande
Founder Secretary,
ASM Group of Institutes

FROM THE CHAIRMAN’S DESK

FROM THE FOUNDER SECRETARY’S DESK
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ASM's Institute of International Business and Research, Pune, is proud in taking the responsibility of 

preparing young managers with global managerial capabilities to meet the challenging demands of 

business in the fast changing business scenario. The institute develops the ability among young graduates 

for quick and appropriate decision making which will maintain economic performance in the 

organization they work for , and at the same time enhance corporate ethics and social responsibility. To 

meet these requirements, Contemporary Academic Inputs are provided. The course helps in developing 

learning skills and shaping students as multi-skill, multi-tasking personality, which in turn nurtures 

independence both in action and thought, thereby making students ready for multiple career options.

ASM’s IIBR is committed to provide a strong corporate interface to all students, through a series of guest 

lectures, seminars and other programs. Plethora of opportunities are also provided via inter collegiate 

cultural activities, national and international conferences in the areas of management, and various other 

co-curricular activities towards holistic development of students.

With the above assertion in mind, I invite candidates with right attitude for joining this professional 

institute, which has state-of-the-art infrastructure facilities and intellectual environment that supports 

learning and career-development.

At ASM's Institute of International Business Research (IIBR), industry interaction is the basis for grooming 

the student and is supported by our promoter Mahratta Chamber of Commerce, Industries and 

Agriculture (MCCIA), Pune, which is the largest chamber of commerce in Asia.

 MCCIA has over 3000 members from engineering, manufacturing, IT, service and other industries and 

through its members, provides quality support in the teaching-learning process at ASM’s IIBR.

At ASM's IIBR, the teaching process is dynamic in nature and continuously reviewed, updated and 

modified to keep it contemporary.

ASM’s IIBR aims at nurturing and polishing the budding managers and entrepreneurs so that when they 

step into the business world they create success stories.

Dr. S. B. Mathur
Director General,
IIBR

Dr. K. C. Goyal
Director,
IIBR

FROM THE DIRECTOR GENERAL’S DESK

FROM THE DIRECTOR’S DESK
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30 Years of 
Excellence in 

Education

OUR GROUP  OF INSTITUTES

IBMR | CSIT | IIBR | IPS | ICS | IMCOST 

Established in 1983, the Audyogik 

Shikshan Mandal (ASM)  has completed 

30 glorious years in the field of education. 

Through this period, ASM has regularly 

provided the corporate world with well-

prepared professionals, and industry 

leaders. This history of excellence has been 

validated by the fact that ASM 

has been consistently ranked 

amongst the top B-Schools in India. 

The key factor in ASM's teaching pedagogy 

is the excellent Industry-Institute-Interface, 

which provides the students with 

contemporary industry experience. A 

loaded calendar of seminars, conferences 

and events help in providing interactions 

with corporate stalwarts thereby learning 

from their insights and experience. 

The ASM Group of Institutes provide state-

of-the-art infrastructure, which includes Wi-

Fi enabled campuses, sports facilities, well 

stocked libraries, computer centers,  

classrooms etc., all equipped with the latest 

in technology. ASM's placement cell has a 

track record to reckon with, which includes 

over 45,000 alumni working with top-notch 

organizations in India and abroad.

Group of 

Institutes 
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EDUCATION FROM 

KG TO DOCTORATE

ASM FACT FILE: 

Our mission is to attain excellence in education so 

as to contribute to the socio-economic transitions 

in the nation at all levels by presenting unique 

pedagogical opportunities aimed at developing 

effective, committed & dedicated, socially 

responsible global managers & leaders who 

make valuable contributions to all levels of the 

corporate world and society.

Mission

To be a world center of learning that excels in 

Management and Information Technology, 

education, research, training and consultancy.

Vision

Ÿ A 30 year legacy in the field of education from 
kindergarten to doctorate.

Ÿ Strong  net work of  45,000+ alumni.

Ÿ Innovative teaching methodologies that go beyond the 
classroom.

Ÿ A dynamic Institute-Industry-Interface for 'Application-
Skill' based learning.

Ÿ Regular national & international conferences and seminars 
attended by industry and academic stalwarts.

Ÿ Presence in 2 major cities - The educational hub - Pune, and 
financial capital of India - Mumbai.

Ÿ Institutes affiliated to the University of Pune/ University of 
Mumbai and approved by AICTE.

Ÿ 5 Campuses, with 5000 students spread across 2 cities with 
state-of-the-art infrastructure to meet global standards.

Ÿ Prime locations surrounded by Asia's well known industrial 
belts and surrounded by major IT parks, along with 
conveniences such as multiplexes, hotels, shopping malls, 
hospitals, railway station, bus stand etc.

Ÿ Well experienced faculty that is drawn from industry and 
academia from India and the world over.

Ÿ A placement team with an impeccable track record across 
the country.

Ÿ A history of proven performances at the university 
examinations. Having produced over 200 university rank 
holders.

Ÿ A full-fledged research cell which engages in joint research 
programs and R&D activities for industry-sponsored 
projects, and serves as a research center for the University 
of Pune.

Ÿ Regular visiting faculty from international universities, 
industries and research organisations.



Change is the only constant factor in the world that explains why we have always been in a stage of constant evolvement. Given this 

scenario, management education also had to change with the times. Managers are now expected to possess domain knowledge, 

professional approach and the ability to command large  teams across wide terrains. When Audyogik Shikshan Mandal and the 

Mahratta Chamber of Commerce, Industries and Agriculture (MCCIA) thought of setting up an institute for management studies, their 

objectives were driven by what they envisaged in the future. In 1995, when the Institute of International Business and Research, was 

established, the objectives were clear. The world was ready to move at a rapid pace and technology started breaking down global 

frontiers, especially in terms of communication.

The curriculum and the institute's educational strategy were framed keeping in mind the demands that would be placed upon the 

managers. Inaugurated on August 14, 1995 by His Excellency Dr. P. C. Alexander, Governor of Maharashtra, ASM's IIBR soon 

emerged as the right place of learning with excellent faculty to provide its students with the latest academic knowledge coupled with 

hands-on training. It is therefore not surprising to find IIBR's alumni on board some of the top companies in India and abroad. ASM’s 

IIBR has also kept up its track record of excellence over the past decade and has won numerous accolades like - Ranking amongst the 

Top B-Schools in India by Business Barons, AIMA and the Dalal Street Journal.

ASM's IIBR has always been in tune with the key driving factors in the industry, and therefore its training programmes focus on issues 

related to business scanning and industry analysis, appraisal of current and future competitors, assessment of core competencies, 

strategic control and the effective allocation of organizational resources. This is what helps ASM’s IIBR students to be fully geared for 

take on managerial responsibilities with confidence. 

ABOUT IIBR

Our Aims:
To guide, train and develop entrpreneurial skills, and prepare young competent men and women for management careers in the public, co-

operative and private sector industries.

To impart instructions in various aspects of business management as per industrial requirements.

To create an intellectual environment and stimulate thinking on problems concerning the management of enterprises through seminars, case 

study discussions, panel meetings, paper presentations and project work.

To undertake research, consultancy and training in problems concerning the management of large, medium and small enterprises in the public, 

private, co-operative sectors and multinational organizations.

To arrange student visits in India & overseas to industries and encourage them to get practical knowledge through summer projects in addition 

to classroom teaching.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
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STATE-OF-THE-ART SEMINAR HALL,

HI-TECH COMPUTER LABS,

VARIOUS INDOOR/OUTDOOR SPORTS FACILITIES,

COMPREHENSIVE WELL EQUIPPED LIBRARY,

FAN-SHAPED STEPPED CLASSROOMS WITH ULTRA- 

MODERN TEACHING AIDS, MULTI-CUISINE CANTEEN,

SEPARATE BOYS AND GIRLS HOSTELS.

INFRASTRUCTURE



ASM’s  FACULTYIIBR TEACHING SYSTEM

FACULTY MEMBERS 

INCLUDE EXPERTS FROM 

INDUSTRY, ACADEMIA &

GOVERNMENT BODIES

HOLISTIC DEVELOPMENT 

OF STUDENTS THROUGH 

VARIOUS EDUCATIONAL, 

SOCIAL AND

CULTURAL ACTIVITIES.

CONTEMPORARY TEACHING

METHODS.

<  Co curricular activities

<  Interactive business games

<  Presentations 

<  Inter-collegiate competitions

<  Mentoring & counselling

<  Case studies

<  Industry-Institute-Interfacing

<  Study tours

<  Extracurricular activities

<  Workshops 

<  Team building exercises

<  Seminars

<  Intra-collegiate competitions

<  Industry visits
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TEACHING PEDAGOGY AND RESEARCH

ASM believes in the case study methodology of injecting corporate flavor to the syllabus of its managements students. Case 

studies are developed by the in-house faculty and live case studies are jointly developed in collaboration with CETYS 

University, Mexico (WASC accredited) and Vistula University, Warsaw, Poland.

The ASM faculty members so far have developed more than 100 case studies on Indian businesses and on current economic 

affairs in the Indian economy, and also have developed a few live case studies on industries in Mexico. Some of the efforts 

taken by ASM as an initiative to promote case study methodology culture in the institute are as mentioned below:

ASM's faculty have 

authored a book titled 

' C a s e  S t u d i e s  i n  

Management' published 

b y  M / S  Pe a r s o n  

Education Ltd. in March 

2011 on a pan-India 

publication. This book 

has received a very good 

response from its readers 

and is now available as 

an e-book also.

ASM regularly conducts a case study development competition called 

EVOLVE for its faculty.

ASM continues to push its students to achieve excellence in 

academics through its case study competition PERCEPT.

ASM organizes a unique national level case study competition 

MINDSCAPE, where the institute offers business case studies to industry 

giants such as Tata, Mahindra, Whirlpool, Siemens and Bajaj Group etc. for 

presentation of their resolution of the case studies for ASM students and 

faculty.



Recognizing 
achievements
of luminaries

 and role models
ASM recognizes the contribution and achievements of individuals in the 

corporate world by honoring them with achievers award. This also 

provide a platform where ASM’s students get the opportunity to learn and 

interact with these corporate super achievers. The objective is to motivate 

students to ignite a flame within to be a super achiever.

Arun Firodia
Chairman, Kinetic Engineering

Pramod Chaudhary 

Chairman, Praj Industries

Lila Poonawalla 

Chairperson, Lila Foundataion

Mukesh Malhotra 

M.D., Weikfield Products Ltd.
Sulakshana Patankar 

COO, WNS Global Services

Milind Padhye  

Sr. Director, Sybase Software

M. D. Mallya CMD, Bank of Maharashtra; 

Madhur Bajaj, Vice Chairman Bajaj Auto; Priti Rao, Sr. VP & Location Head, Infosys



ASM SUPER 
ACHIEVERS

Sunil Kaul 
M.D., Behr India Ltd.

Abraham Chako ED, The Federal Bank Ltd.

Govind Shrikhande 

M.D., Shoppers Stop

Rajan Dutta  President Corporate HR,

 Reliance Communications Ltd.

Raman Nanda President & CEO, Bilcare Ltd.

Dinesh Deo 
CEO, BNY Mellon

Vinay Phadnis 

CMD, Phadnis Group



BANK LOANS
THE STUDENTS OF IIBR HAVE AVAILED LOANS 

FROM THE FOLLOWING BANKS:

IN THE PAST 

Disclaimer: Loan amount and approval is the sole discretion of the financial institutions and IIBR does not take any responsibility of the same. IIBR will 

only assist the students with all necessary documents to facilitate the same. It is the sole responsibility of the student to get the loan processed.11



Course of
the University

of Pune

Ranked amongst the top 3 universities of India

Largest university in the region
Rated 5-star university



(A Two Years Full Time Course of The University of Pune & Approved by AICTE, Govt. of India) 

DTE Code: MB 6249

OBJECTIVE
MBA Course of studies (As per University of Pune Syllabi & approved by AICTE & UoP ) at ASM Group Institutes, is one of the 'coveted' 
programs for achieving proficiency in all areas of Business Management & Administration credentials.
The MBA Course of studies spanning four semesters (two years), provides a structured journey for the students to explore, learn and experience 
the Business Management subjects through rigorous class room lectures combined with continuous interactions with industry environment 
enabled through periodical industry visits, guest lectures and seminars from industry executives, Internship projects as per syllabus and many 
more opportunities.
Through the MBA Course of studies starting from fundamental issues of business management aspects, the students personalities undergo a 
metamorphosis in their capabilities to be industry ready and excel in their career objectives.

ADMISSION PROCEDURE 
Eligible students can also apply for direct admissions at the institute level by mailing all the testimonials for verification on admission@asmedu.org 
and attend the PI conducted by the institute. 

ELIGIBILITY 
Candidate should have minimum 50% aggregate in graduation (Appearing candidates may also apply) from a valid university. Should have a 
valid score of CMAT or CET conducted by Association of MBA/MMS Institutes (AMMI) in Maharashtra.
Admissions under Foreign Nationals / PIO / Children of Employee in Gulf / NRI Category International Students who have a valid Bachelors' 
Degree or equivalent can apply for admissions under the above category. They will have to complete all formalities stipulated by the concerned 
authorities from time to time. As per Pune University norms a MBA Student can opt for a specialization group (Elective I, II, III, IV, V and VI) in any 
one functional areas of management. The specialization group will be selected in the IIIrd and IVth semester. Each group will constitute of 6 
subjects for the IIIrd semester and 5 subjects for the IVth semester. 

The functional Groups available are: 
? Group I - Marketing Management ? Group II - Financial Management ? Group III - Computer Management 
? Group IV - Production and Material Management ? Group V - Human Resource Management. 
? Specialization will be offered only if a minimum of 15 students opt for the same. 

MASTER'S DEGREE IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION (MBA)

INTERNSHIP 
Students of MBA have to undertake an industrial project of two months duration in the area of their specialization i.e. Finance, Systems, Marketing 
etc. The project may be taken up during summer vacation after Semester II. On completion the student will have to submit a  Project Report based 
on the University of Pune Guidelines. 

JOB OPPORTUNITIES
Students with MBA degree can aspire to join organisations as Trainee Managers in their choice of area like marketing, finance, HR etc. and 
climb up to reach the posts of senior managers in their respective departments. Students with a flair for entrepreneurship can start their own 
business concern. 

13



COURSE STRUCTURE - MBA

SEMESTER I SEMESTER II
101   Organizational Behaviour & Principles &

         Practice of Management 

102   Management Accounting

103   Managerial Economics

104   Statistical & Quantitative Methods 

105   Legal Aspects of Business 

106   Basics of Marketing 

107   Information Technology 

108   Managerial Communication 

201   Marketing Management 

202   Financial Management 

203   Human Resource Management 

204   Manufacturing & Operations Management 

205   Materials & Logistics Management 

206   Management Information Systems 

207   Research Methodology 

208   Economic Environment of Business

SEMESTER III SEMESTER IV

Specialization Groups:

Group A

Group B

Group C

Group D

- Marketing Management P1

- Financial Management P1

- Computer Management P1

- Production and Materials Management P1

Specialization Groups:

Group A

Group B

Group C

Group D

- Marketing Management P2

- Financial Management P2

- Computer Management P2

- Production and Materials Management P2

(Course structure subject to change as per University of Pune notification)

Group E - Human Resource Management P1 Group E - Human Resource Management P2

301 Business Policy & Strategic Management

302 Management Control Systems

303 Specialization I

304 Specialization II

305 Specialization III

306 Specialization Iv

307 Specialization V

308 Project Report

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

401 Entrepreneurship Development & Project Management

402   International Business Management

403   Current Trends in Management

404   Specialization VI

405   Specialization VII

406   Specialization VIII

407   Specialization IX

408   Specialization X

   



Seminars, Conferences &
 Workshops at ASM’s IIBR
Ÿ

Ÿ

Ÿ

National conference on Micro Small Medium Enterprises (MSMES) in joint 

collaboration with MEDC (Maharashtra Economic Development Council).

PANACEA - SOLUTION TO ALL THE PROBLEMS, witnessed excellent industry 

participation & management students, getting ready to be future managers was 

organized by the ASM Group of Institutes, Chinchwad, Pune, at their campus.

Various workshops were carried out by visiting dignitaries & stalwarts on various 

topics such as ‘Campus to Corporate’, ‘Job Search Strategies’, ‘Economics as a 

Subject & its Relevance’, ‘Management Control System’.

Mr. Ravi Pandit,
Chairman & Group CEO
KPIT Cummins Infosystems

Mr. Farhad Forbes,
Director Forbes Marshall

Mr. R.T. Goel, 
Chief Financial Officer & Company 
Secretary, Premium Transmission Ltd. 

All-round grooming 
of students

Dr. Narendra Jadhav
Ex Vice Chancellor, Pune University

Dr. Arun Nigevkar
Ex Chairman, UGC

Dr. Rajan M. Welukar
Vice Chancellor, Mumbai University

Dr. S.N. Pathan
Vice Chancellor, Nagpur University
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The KPO meet held at ASM Group of Institutes 
brought together some of the best companies 
and their professionals to discuss with students 
the trends in the extremely fast growing 
outsourcing sector.

KPO Meet
The annual academic event, BIZZ is held to 
give students a chance to put their learning into 
practice in quizzes related to fields like finance, 
management, technology, etc.

BIZZ
ASM Group of Institutes conducts a unique 
case study competition - Mindscape. 
Developed exclusively in-house, the contest 
brings together faculty, industry professionals 
and students to discuss and resolve case studies 
thereby enhancing every student’s perspective.

The International Conference (INCON) with the theme “Ongoing Research and Emerging Perspectives in the 
fields of Management Studies and IT”, organized by ASM Group of Institutes, in association with CETYS 
University, Mexico, Vistula university, Poland, is a step towards giving students a first hand experience of the 
latest trends in business. INCON provides a platform to academia and professionals from the industry with the 
flair for research to exchange knowledge and views on the current events, trends and management styles. 
Research Papers are invited from the academicians, research scholars, industrial persons and students relevant 
to the theme of the conference.

INCON

Mindscape



Placements

At ASM, what we really count as special is the fact that we look at grooming 
students to making them corporate savvy professionals from day one. Our 
exhaustive events, workshops, seminars, foreign faculty visits, ensure that our 
students have a curriculum packed with both academic and practical exposure.

1817



ASM’s IIBR has an excellent track record of placements, with alumni placed across the country in various sectors, 

functions and levels. These alumni provide networking strengths and enable continuous industry-academic interface. 

The alumni inputs along with the institute's myriad activities play an integral role in making our students the choicest 

pick by the various organizations that come for placements. The evolvement of a dedicated Corporate Relation cell is 

with a view to conduct important  career planning.

The launch pad for grooming begins on day one when the students come to our campus through very intensive 

induction schedule by the end of which a student has designed a road map for the following years with the institute. 

Industry Academia Interface & activities are designed with a lot of consideration to make a student desirable to the 

industries and they act as milestones on their journey towards their placements.

IIBR attracts a wide range of students from various backgrounds and potential, this necessitates a SWOT Analysis that 

helps to profile them according to their skills and abilities. Few of the activities that are carried out as an intensive 

preparation for placements are :-

?   Student Counseling & Workshop on self assessment

?   Resume Building, interview techniques, Group Discussion and negotiation skills.

?   Psychometric and Aptitude tests 

?   Email/Mobile Etiquette.

?   Panel Discussion for Functional areas 

?   Student club participation.

?   Facilitating summer internship 

?   Student Analysis - Profiling

?   Job Analysis - Market Assessment

A well planned placement process by matching the above thus reducing response time to company requirements, 

gives ASM the cutting edge.

GROOMING FOR SUCCESS 



A Qualified Professional

Well Rounded Abilities

Strong Application Skills

Course 
Lectures

Application 
Skills

Practical 

Implementation 

of Learning

Mentoring 
by Industry 

Professionals

Foreign Visiting 
Faculty – Global 

Exposure

Sporting 
Culture

Leadership 
Training

ADMISSIONADMISSION
cultural 
events

Social 
events

case 
studies

seminars

Regular
conferences

Workshops

ASM students have 

consistently proven 

to be industry-ready 

professionals with 

well-rounded abilities.

GROOMING FOR SUCCESS @ ASM

Induction

Summer
Internship

Placement
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GROOMING FOR SUCCESS @ ASMSOME OF OUR PREMIUM RECRUITERS



LIFE AT IIBR CONCERTS

SPECIAL 

CELEBRATIONS

INDUCTION 

PROGRAMS

WINNERS ALL

STUDY TOURS



FOREIGN 

TOURS

SEMINARS

PUNE EXPO

TEAM BUILDING 

EXERCISES

SOCIAL 

GATHERINGS

INDUSTRY 

VISITS



RULES AND REGULATIONS
• Ragging in any form inside & outside the institute is strictly prohibited as per instructions from Supreme court, AICTE/ Government of India & 

Government of Maharashtra. Any violation of these rules will not be tolerated and strict action will be taken against the student found indulged in 

any ragging activity.

• Smoking, consumption of alcohol, chewing tobacco or gum and spitting are strictly prohibited in the institute & hostels.

• Library book should be returned on or before time.

• Writing on walls, furniture, drawing tables, college buses and bathrooms is strictly prohibited. Students must handle college property with care.

• The students should note that he/she is responsible to the institute not only for his/her conduct in the premise of the institute but also for his/her 

conduct in general even outside the premises.

• Students should help in maintaining the building and keep the campus of the institute clean and tidy, and must use dustbins for disposal of waste.

• According to rules 75% attendance in each subject is necessary. Attendance below 75% due to any reason without prior permission (family 

function, illness, etc.) may result in strict disciplinary action.

• Students should participate in the seminars, workshops and attend guest lectures, attendance for the same will be recorded.

• Internal assessment/term work marks will be given on the basis of his/her performance in mid–semester tests, assignments, tutorial, seminars & 

workshop participation.

• Every student of the institute is provided with an Identity Card, which he/she should always carry with him/her and produce whenever called 

upon to do so by the competent authorities. Student of the institute are requested to carry their identity cards while traveling. The identity card & 

admit card, will have to be produced at the time of examinations.

• Students are requested to note that any application for issue of bonafide certificate and/or any other certificate for concessions, scholarships 

etc., should be submitted at least 7 days in advance to enable the institute to prepare the same.

• Students are required to read the notices regularly on the notice boards of the institute; ignorance in this regard is not an excuse.

• Any damage to the property movable/immovable of the institute will be viewed very seriously and may lead to recovery of appropriate cost of 

damages and disciplinary action as deemed fit.

• The students are bound by the rules and regulations made by the institute from time to time. Any matter not expressly provided for in these rules 

shall rest at the absolute discretion of the Director who also reserves the right of modifying these rules if and when felt necessary, and the 

Director's discretion will be in final.

• The dates for payment of fees, submitting the eligibility forms, submission of examination forms etc. will be put on notice board. The same should 

be followed and no concession will be given from the dates.

• Refund of fees will be as per rules of concerned authority.

• The library deposit shall be refunded within the month after the last examination on submission of no due certificate from the office of IIBR and 

NOC from the librarian.

• The institute reserves the right to change the name or cancel a course as per Govt. guidelines and regulations.

• Students residing at the hostel must abide by the rules and regulations laid down by the authorities, failing which serious action will be taken.

• All disputes are subject to Pune City jurisdiction. 

Important Note: Any Changes in Government Policy regarding the taxation applicable to fees & any charges the same shall be collected/recovered 

from the students.

• This document is printed in March 2013. Please contact the office for any new updates or changes in the rules and regulations.

Disclaimer: Images used for representative purposes only. Rules and regulations are subject to change as per University of Pune/DTE/AICTE (whichever applies). All litigations subject to 

Pune jurisdiction.



Pune has been known by a plethora of sobriquets. The most popular amongst them are 'Queen of the Deccan', 'Cultural 

Capital of Maharashtra', 'Pensioner's Paradise' and 'Oxford of the East'. Pune is one of the historical cities of India with a 

glorious past, an innovative present and a promising future.

Pune is well known for its historical monuments and a tradition dating back to several centuries. Located at 2000 feet 

above sea level and partially hidden by the mighty ranges of the Sahyadri mountains, Pune enjoys a salubrious climate 

typical of a hill station. Water, which is plentiful, is supplied to the city from Panshet, Khadakvasla and Varasgaon dams; 

all located about thirty kilometers from Pune. Important national institutes like the National Chemical Laboratory, National 

Defence Academy, National Informatics Centre, C-DAC etc. are located in Pune, which is also one of the automotive and 

software hubs in India. Although Marathi is the official language of the city, most people are fluent in English and Hindi as 

well. With 40% better green cover than any other Indian city, Pune is dotted with heritage structures of immense historical 

importance like the Aga Khan Palace, Shaniwarwada and the Raja Kelkar Museum.Pune is home to many prestigious 

corporates viz. Bajaj, Tatas, Firodiyas, Kirloskars, Thermax, TCS, Infosys & Wipro.

Connectivity: Pune is well connected by air, rail and express highways to Mumbai and the rest of the country. Many 

private airlines have their booking offices in Pune. Living in Pune: The City has a very cosmopolitan mix of student 

population hailing from different geographical parts and social milieu of India and Abroad.

Food: International and local restaurant chains such as Pizza Hut, Domino's, Smokin' Joe's, McDonald's and Kamat 

Restaurants offer a variety of Continental, Chinese and Indian delicacies. Apart from South Indian, North Indian, Punjabi, 

Gujarati and Konkani cuisines, the student community can join any mess on daily/monthly basis near the Suryadatta 

Campus.

Entertainment & Culture: The cultural happenings in the city know no bounds. The city has more than 20 good cinema 

halls, theatres, museums and tourism spots in its vicinity. There are various inter/intra collegiate competitions throughout 

the year.

Pune is, after Mumbai, the most preferred tourist destination of Western India, as it attracts the maximum number of visitors, 

given its salubrious climate and its historical and cultural riches. Pune is the educational hub of India, boasting of a 

heterogeneous student mix of the highest number of domestic and foreign students. It is the Cultural Capital of 

Maharashtra, having produced some note-worthy personalities in the field of fine arts, performing arts, theatre and films. 

Pune is counted amongst one of the most happening cities of India.

Why Pune ?
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